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Abstract: quadrotor, which is most widely used and used among unmanned aerial vehicles, has recently been 

actively used for disaster and environmental monitoring, and its’ performance and applications have been 

diversified and refined by the development of computer technology. Particularly, miniaturized quad rotors are 

widely used in difficult or dangerous areas in complex terrain environments. In this paper, we derived equations for 

dynamic modeling of a quadrotor unmanned aerial vehicle, derived the relationship between force and moment 

acting on it, and verified the behavior of the quadrotor by simulation. 
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Аннотация: квадротрон, который наиболее широко используется среди беспилотных летательных 

аппаратов, в последнее время активно используется для мониторинга стихийных бедствий и окружающей 

среды, а его производительность и приложения были диверсифицированы и усовершенствованы благодаря 

развитию компьютерных технологий. В частности, миниатюрные квадроциклы широко используются в 

сложных и опасных зонах в сложных ландшафтных средах. В этой статье мы получили уравнения для 

динамического моделирования квадрутерного беспилотного летательного аппарата, вывели соотношение 

между силой и моментом, действующим на него, и проверили поведение квадротора путем моделирования. 
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Introduction 

Unmanned aerial vehicles can be divided into two types depending on the wing shape: fixed wing and rotor wing. 

Recently, a rotor-wing quadrotor unmanned aerial vehicle has been widely used for movie shooting, security 

surveillance, environmental data collection, and especially for difficult or repetitive exploration purposes. [1,2] In 

this study, various simulations have been carried out to verify the relationship between the force and moment 

induced for the flight motion and the performance of the controller. The contents of the lecture are composed as 

follows. First, the definition and kinematic coordinates of a quadrotor are described, kinematic and dynamical 

modeling of the quadrotor is performed, the driving principle is explained, and a simulation based on a controller 

designed and designed for the quadrotor is performed. In the last chapter, we conclude and summarize the progressed 

research. 

2. Quad rotor dynamic modeling 

As shown in Fig. 1, the quadrotor has four propellers perpendicular to each other on one plane [3, 4]. The pitch 

movement is performed by the speed difference between the propeller 1 and the propeller 3, the roll movement is 

performed by the speed difference between the propeller 2 and the propeller 4, and the total lift of the propellers 1, 2, 

3. And performs yawing motion by anti-torque generated by the speed difference of thrusters 1, 3 and 2, 4. 
 



 

 
 

Fig. 1. Coordinate system of the quadrotor 
 

All parts of the quad rotor are assumed to be rigid. Under this knowledge, the kinetic equation of a quad rotor can 

be derived as follows. As the coordinate system, inertial coordinate system fixed on the ground and body-fixed 

coordinate system are used. The position vector (            ) and Euler angle (          
 

 ) of the quadrotor 

represented in the inertial coordinate system are related with the velocity (v           
  ) and the angular velocity 

(ω           
 ) of the moving body displayed in the body coordinate system. 

        

       (1) 

Where     and    are the rotation transformation matrix and the angular velocity transformation matrix between 

the fixed coordinate system and the body coordinate system, respectively, as follows. 
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Now, the following equation is obtained by differentiating the equation (1). 

                

                         (4) 

From the definition of       

     

         

                             

                              

 (5) 

On the other hand, according to Newton's second law 

                         (6) 

Since the dynamical treatment of the quadrotor is shown in several documents, we have simulated the operation 

of the quadrotor based on this. 

3. Quadrotor simulation MATLAB Simulink was created and simulated as follows. 
 



 

 
 

Fig. 2. Quad rotor simulation 
 

The block diagram of the quad-copter simulator is shown in Fig. 2 and consists of kinetic equations, Newton's 

equations, Euler's equations, coordinate transformation, and Kalman filter. The simulation confirmed that the arrival 

time to the destination location and the arrival time to the direction angle were predicted. 

The following results are obtained when the target position x = 10, y = 20, z = 30 and the direction angle 2rad is set 

and simulated. 
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Fig. 3. Directional simulation results 
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Fig. 4. Location simulation result of aircraft 
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Fig. 5. Aircraft speed simulation results 
 

As you can see, the direction angle converges to the target value 2rad within about 1s and the position reaches the 

target value in about 3 ~ 5s. 

4. Conclusion 

The purpose of this study is to establish the dynamical model of quad - copter and to implement the attitude, 

velocity, and direction angle estimation filters. Based on MATLAB Simulink, a simulator including a dynamical 

model, a posture estimation algorithm and a posture controller of a quadruple copter was constructed. We proposed a 

complementary filter and an extended Kalman filter based on the improved dynamic model when the attitude 

command was input through simulation. 
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